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ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to introduce a new type of
homeomorphism namely (r*g*)*-homeomorphism.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

N Levine[6] introduced the concept of generalized
closed sets and the class of continuous function using (gopen set )semi open sets. Balachandran[1] et al
introduced the concept of generalized continuous map in
a topological space. Closed mapping in topology was
introduced by Malgham [7]. wg-closed maps and rwgclosed maps were introduced by Nagaveni [11]. M.
Karpagadevi [5] and A. Pushpalatha[5] studied rwclosed maps and rw-open maps. The aim of this paper is
to introduce (r*g*)-closed maps ,(r*g*)*-open maps and
a new type of homeomorphism namely (r*g*)*homeomorphism.

II.

PRELIMINARIES

Definition: 2.1 Let A be any subset of a topological
space X
1. A is said to be a ( r*g*)*closed set [9] if
U whenever A U and U is r*g*cl(A)
open. The complement of (r*g*)*closed set
is (r*g*)*open.
2. (r*g*)*closure [9] of A is defined as the
intersection of all (r*g*)* closed sets
containing A.
3. (r*g*)*-interior of A is defined as the union
of all (r*g*)*-open sets contained in A.
4. A is said to be a regular generalized closed
set (briefly rgclosed) if cl(A) U whenever AU and U is
regular open in (X, ).

5. A is said to be a generalized pre-closed set
(briefly gpr-closed) if pcl(A) U whenever
AU and U is regular open in (X, ).
6. A is said to be a rwg closed if cl(int(A)) U
whenever AU and U is regular open in
(X, ).
Definition: 2.2 A function f: (X, )  (Y, )
is called
1. (r*g*)*-continuous [10] if the inverse image
of every closed set in (Y, ). is (r*g*)*closed in (X, ).
2. (r*g*)*-irresolute map [10] if
is a
(r*g*)*-closed
set in (X, ) for every
(r*g*)*closed set V of (Y, ).
3. rg-continuous if f-1(V) is a rg-closed set of
(X, ) for every closed set V of (Y, ).
4. gpr-continuous if f-1(V) is a gpr-closed set of
(X, ) for every closed set V of (Y, ).
5. rwg-continuous if f-1(V) is a rwg-closed set
of (X, ) for every closed set V of (Y, ).
Definition: 2.3 A map f: (X, )  (Y, ) is
called
1. a rg- closed map if f(U) is a rg-closed set of
(Y, ) for every closed set U of (X, ).
2. a gpr-closed map if f(U) is a gpr-closed set
of (Y, ) for every closed set U of (X, )
3. a rwg-closed map if f(U) is a rwg-closed set
of (Y, ) for every closed set U of (X, ).

III.

(r*g*)*-CLOSED MAPS AND (r*g*)*-

OPEN MAPS.
Definition 3.1:
A map f : (X, )  (Y, ) is said to be a
(r*g*)*-closed map if the image of every closed set in
(X, ) is (r*g*)*-closed set in (Y, ).
Theorem 3.2:
Every closed map is (r*g*)*-closed.
Proof
Let f : (X, )  (Y, ) be a closed map. Let U
be closed in (X, ). Then f(U) is closed in (Y, ). But
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every closed set is (r*g*)*-closed.  f(U) is (r*g*)*closed. Hence f is a (r*g*)*-closed map.
Remark:
The converse need not be true as it can be seen
from the following example.
Example 3.3:
Let X = {a, b, c},  = {, X, {a}}
Closed sets of (X, ) are {, X, {b, c}}
(r*g*)*-closed sets of (X, ) are {, X, {b}, {c}, {a, b},
{b, c}, {a, c}}
Let Y = {a, b, c}, and  = {Y, , {c}}
Closed sets of (Y, ) are , Y, {a, b}
(r*g*)*-closed sets of (Y, ) are , X, {a}, {b}, {a, b},
{b, c}, {a, c}
Let f : (X, )  (Y, ) be defined by f(a) = b, f(b) = a,
f(c) = c
Now {b, c} is closed in (X, ). But f({b, c}) = {a, c} is
not closed in (Y, ).
 f is not a closed map. But {a, c} is (r*g*)*-closed and
hence it is (r*g*)*-closed map.
Theorem 3.4:
Every (r*g*)*-closed map is rg-closed map.
Proof:
Let f : (X, )  (Y, ) be a (r*g*)*-closed map. Let F be
a closed set in (X, ). Since f is (r*g*)*-closed, f(F) is
(r*g*)*-closed set in (Y, ). Since every (r*g*)*-closed
set is rg-closed, f is a rg-closed map.
The converse need not be true.
Example 3.5:
Let X=Y={a,b,c}, ={, X,{a}}
Closed sets of (X, ) are , X, {b,c}.
={, Y, {a}, {b}, {a,b}}
(r*g*)*-closed sets of (Y, ) are , Y, {c},{a,c},{b,c}.
rg –closed sets of (Y, ) are , Y, {c},{a,b},{a,c},{b,c}.
Now {b,c} is closed in X. f({b,c})={a,b} which is rgclosed but not (r*g*)* closed.Therefore f is a rg-closed
not (r*g*)*-closed map.
Proposition 3.6:
Every (r*g*)*-closed map is gpr-closed map.
Proof: The proof follows from the fact that Every
(r*g*)*-closed set is gpr-closed.
The Converse need not be true.
Example 3.7:
Let X=Y={a,b,c}, ={, X,{b},{a,b}}
Closed sets of (X, ) are , X, {c}, {a,c}.
={, Y, {a,b}}
Closed sets of (Y, ) are , Y, {c}.
(r*g*)*-closed sets of (Y, ) are , Y, {c},{a,c},{b,c}.
gpr –closed sets of (Y, ) =p(X)

Let f : (X, )  (Y, ) be defined as f(a)=b; f(b)=c;
f(c)=a.
Here {c} is closed set in (X, ). But f({c})={a} is gprclosed in (Y, ) but not (r*g*)*-closed.
Proposition 3.8:
Every (r*g*)*-closed map is rwg-closed map.
Proof: proof follows from the fact that every (r*g*)* is
closed set is rwg-closed set.
The converse need not be true.
Example 3.9:
Let X=Y={a,b,c}, ={, X,{c},{a,c}}
Closed sets of (X, ) are , X, {b}, {a,b}.
={, Y, {a}}
(r*g*)*-closed sets of (Y, ) are , Y,
{b},{c},{a,b},{a,c},{b,c}.
rwg –closed sets of (Y, ) are , Y,
{a},{b},{c},{a,b},{a,c},{b,c}.
Let f : (X, )  (Y, ) be defined as f(a)=c, f(b)=a,
f(c)=b
Here f({a,b})={a,c} and f({b})={a} are rwg-closed sets
in (Y, ) and hence f is rwg-closed map. But {a} is not
(r*g*)*- closed in (Y, ) and hence f is not (r*g*)*closed map.
Theorem 3.10:
A function f : (X, )  (Y, ) is (r*g*)*-closed
iff (r*g*)*-cl (f(A))  f(cl(A)) for every subset A of X.
Proof:
Suppose f : (X, )  (Y, ) is a (r*g*)*-closed
map.Let A be a subset of X. Then cl(A) is a closed set in
(X, ). Since f is (r*g*)*-closed f(cl(A)) is a (r*g*)*closed set containing f(A).
Since, (r*g*)*-cl(f(A)) is the smallest (r*g*)*-closed set
containing f(A) we have (r*g*)*-cl(f(A))  f(Cl(A))
Conversely let F be a closed set in X.
Therefore cl(F) = F.
TPT f is (r*g*)*-closed.
By our assumption
(r*g*)*-cl(f(F))  f(cl(F)) = f(F)
But f(F)  (r*g*)*-cl (f(F))
 (r*g*)*-cl(F) = f(F)
 f(F) is (r*g*)*-closed
 f is (r*g*)*-closed map.
Theorem 3.11:
A mapping f : (X, )  (Y, ) is (r*g*)*-closed if and
only if for each subset B of (Y, ) and each open set U
containing f-1(B) , there is an (r*g*)*-open set V of (Y,
) such that BV and f-1(V)U.
Proof:
Assume that f is (r*g*)*-closed. Let BY and let U be
an open set of (X, ) such that f-1(B)U.
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Now X-U is a closed set of (X, ) such that f-1(B)U.
Since A is (r*g*)*-closed f(X-U) is (r*g*)*-closed in
(Y, ). Put V=Y-f(X-U) is (r*g*)*-open set in (Y, ),
f-1(B)U BV f-1(B) x-U B f(X-U) B Yf(X-U)=V.
f-1(V)= f-1{Y-f(X-C)}= f-1(Y)- f-1(f(X-U))
=X- f-1(f(X-U)) X-(X-U)=U
f-1(V)U
Conversely, let us assume that f-1(V)U
To prove that f is (r*g*)*-closed map.
Let F be a closed set of (X, ). To show that f(F) is
(r*g*)*-closed in (Y, ).
Now f-1(f(Fc))Fc and Fc is open in (X, ). By our
assumption there exists a (r*g*)*-open set V in (Y, )
such that f(Fc)V and f-1(V)Fc and hence F(f-1(V))c.
Hence Vcf(F)f((f-1(V))c)Vc.
f(F)=Vc. Since Vc is (r*g*)*-closed, f(F) is (r*g*)*closed in (Y, ). f is (r*g*)*-closed.
Proposition 3.12:
Composition of two (r*g*)*-closed maps need not be
(r*g*)*-closed.
Let X = {a, b, c},  = {, X, {a}}
Closed sets of (X, ) are {, X, {b, c}}
(r*g*)*-closed sets of (X, ) are {, X, {b}, {c}, {a, b},
{b, c}, {a, c}}
Let Y = {a, b, c}, and  = {X, , {c}}
Closed sets of (Y, ) are , X, {a, b}
(r*g*)*-closed sets of (Y, ) are , X, {a}, {b}, {a, b},
{b, c}, {a, c}
Let f : (X, )  (Y, ) be defined by f(a) = b, f(b) = a,
f(c) = c
Then f is (r*g*)*-closed map.
Let g : (Y, )  (Z, η) where η={,Z, {a},{b},{a,b}}.
Closed sets of (Z, η) are , Z, {b,c},{a,c},{c}.
(r*g*)*-closed sets of (Z, η) are , Z, {b,c},{a,c},{c}.
Define g : (Y, )  (Z, η) by g(a)=a; g(b)=c; g(c)=b.
Now {a,b} is closed in (Y, ). g({a,b})={a,c} which is
(r*g*)*-closed in (Z, η). Hence g is a (r*g*)*-closed
map.
Now g f: (X, )(Z, η). {b,c} is closed in (X, ).
(g f)({b,c})=g(f({b,c}))=g({a,c})={a,b}.
Which is not (r*g*)*-closed in (Z, η). Hence (g f) is not
a (r*g*)*-closed map.
The following theorem gives the condition under which
the map (g f) is (r*g*)*-closed.
Theorem 3.13:
If f : (X, )  (Y, ) is a closed map and g : (Y, ) 
(Z, η) is a (r*g*)*-closed map then the composition g f:
(X, )(Z, η) is (r*g*)*-closed map.
Proof:

Let F be any closed set in (X, ). Since f is a closed
map, f(F) is closed in (Y, ). Since g is a (r*g*)*-closed
map, g(f(F)) is (r*g*)*-closed in (Z, η). Hence (g f)(F)
is (r*g*)*-closed in (Z, η). Therefore (g f) is a (r*g*)*closed map.
Definition 3.14:
A map f : (X, )  (Y, ) is said to be (r*g*)*open map if the image of every open set in (X, ) is
(r*g*)*-open in(Y, ) .
(i.e) If for every U open in (X, ), f(U) is (r*g*)*-open in
(Y, ).
Theorem 3.15:
If f : (X, )  (Y, ) is an open map then it is a
(r*g*)*-open map.
Proof
Let U be open in (X, ). Then f(U) is open in
(Y, ). But every open set is (r*g*)*-open which
implies f(U) is (r*g*)*-open. Hence f is (r*g*)*-open
map.
Theorem :3.16
1. Every (r*g*)*-open map is rg open map.
2. Every (r*g*)*-open map is rwg-open map.
3. Every (r*g*)*-open map is gpr-open map.
The converses need not be true as seen from the
following Examples.
Example:
1. Let X=Y={a,b,c};  = {, X, {a}};  = {X, ,
{a},{b},{a,b}}
rg-open sets of (Y, ) are , Y, {a}, {b}, {c},
{a,b}.
(r*g*)*-open sets of (Y, ) are , X,
{a},{b},{a,b}
Let f : (X, )  (Y, ) be defined by f(a) = c,
f(b) = a, f(c) = b.
Now f({a})={c} which is rg-open (Y, ) but not
(r*g*)*-open in (Y, ).Hence f is rg-open but
not (r*g*)*-open map.
2. Let X=Y={a,b,c};  = {, X, {a,b}};  = {X, ,
{a}}
rwg-open sets (Y, ) are , Y, {a}, {b}, {c},
{a,b},{a,c},{b,c}.
(r*g*)*-open sets of (Y, ) are , Y,
{a},{b},{c},{a,b},{a,c}
Let f : (X, )  (Y, ) be defined by f(a) = b,
f(b) = c, f(c) = a.
Now f({a,b})={b,c} which is rwg-open (Y, )
but not (r*g*)*-open in (Y, ). Hence f is rwgopen but not (r*g*)*-open map.
3. Let X=Y={a,b,c};  = {, X, {c}};  = {X, ,
{a,b}}
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gpr-open sets of (Y, ) are , Y, {a}, {b}, {c},
{a,b},{a,c},{b,c}.
(r*g*)*-open sets of (Y, ) are , Y,
{a},{b},{a,b}.
Let f : (X, )  (Y, ) be defined by f(a) = b,
f(b) = a, f(c) = c.
Now f({c})={c} which is gpr-open (Y, ) but
not (r*g*)*-open in (Y, ). Hence f is gpr-open
but not (r*g*)*- open map.
Theorem 3.17:
A function f : (X, )  (Y, ) is (r*g*)*-open iff
f(int(A))  (r*g*)*-int(f(A)) for every subset A of X.
Proof
Suppose f : (X, )  (Y, ) is (r*g*)*-open.
Now Int(A) is open in (X, ). Since f is (r*g*)*-open
f(int(A)) is a (r*g*)*-open set contained in f(A).
f(int(A))  (r*g*)*-int(f(A))
Conversely assume f(int(A))  (r*g*)*-int (f(A)).
TPT f is a (r*g*)*-open map.
Let U be open in (X, ). Then int U = U.
By assumption f(U)  (r*g*)*-int(f(U))
But (r*g*)*-int (f(U))  f(U)
 f(U) = (r*g*)*-int f(U)
 f(U) is (r*g*)*-open in (Y, )
 f is (r*g*)*-open map.

IV.

(r*g*)*-HOMEOMORPHISM

Definition 4.1:
A bijection map f : (X, )  (Y, ) is called a
(r*g*)*-homeomorphism if f is both (r*g*)*-continuous
and (r*g*)*-open.

(iii)  (i)
Let F be a closed set in (X, ). Then f(F) is
((r*g*)*-closed in (Y, ). By our assumption (f-1)-1(F) =
f(F) which is (r*g*)*-closed in (Y, ) which implies f-1
is (r*g*)*-continuous.
Theorem 4.3:
Let f : (X, )  (Y, ) be a bijective and
(r*g*)*-continuous map. Then the following statements
are equivalent.
(i)
f is (r*g*)*-open map.
(ii)
f is (r*g*)*-homeomorphism
(iii)
f is (r*g*)*-closed map.
Proof
(i)  (ii)
Follows from the assumption
(ii)  (iii)
By assumption f is, bijective and (r*g*)*continuous and a (r*g*)*-homeomorphism and hence it
is a (r*g*)*-closed map.
(iii)  (i)
Proof follows by the assumption and by the
previous theorem.

V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have introduced (r*g*)*-closed
maps and (r*g*)*-open maps and studied some
properties. Using these maps a new class of
homeomorphism namely (r*g*)*-homeomorphism
was introduced and some properties were studied.
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